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2019 at a Glance
At Intract Australia (Intract), we have been the drivers behind positive change in the Australian economy as one
of the nation’s leading integrated Indigenous construction service companies.
From housing maintenance works in remote Indigenous communities in the Northern Territory, to civil and building
works for Defence in South Australia, we’ve made a difference and in turn, an ever-lasting impact in the Australia we see
today.
We are remote area and regional specialists, capable of delivering small to large projects in any environment.
As a result, Intract has been creating social impact for Indigenous Australians since 2010. We think deeply about what
we do and how it impacts our local communities and we look at every project as an opportunity to grow our people and
increase Indigenous participation within the workforce.
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Intract Australia acknowledges that we work on the traditional lands of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples. We recognise ongoing connection to land, waters and communities in all regions.
We pay homage to all Elders, Brothers and Sisters and recognise the resilience and survival of our people and
stories.
Intract commits to ensuring that the land is treated respectfully and that the involvement of the local community
is fundamental to our work.

Message from the Chief
Executive Officer
2019 has been a busy and exciting year for the Intract team as we move into 2020 and ten years of operation
as a premier Aboriginal construction and services company.
We have demonstrated significant and versatile capability through the winning and delivery of major projects in the
Defence Sector across South Australia and the Northern Territory, as well as the strengthening of our Indigenous
outcomes in our remote housing contracts.
Intract has made smart commercial and community-minded partnering decisions, announcing a strategic
Memorandum of Understanding with engineering, construction management, design and environmental professional
services firm, Kleinfelder Australia, forming a joint venture with McMahon Services to deliver civil infrastructure for
Lendlease at the Osborne South Development project. We have engaged in pathway arrangements with community
development programs in West Arnhem Land that have seen us train, provide work experience and real employment
opportunities to local Aboriginal people living in Maningrida and Gunbalanya, NT.
Our internal capability program has seen our Aboriginal trades delivering on-the-job training to entry level employees.
This demonstrates that the Intract way results in strong Aboriginal capability, growing local Aboriginal capability.
We have grown our senior level Aboriginal personnel in a diverse range of roles including Project Managers,
Estimators, Contract Managers and Supervisors, whilst new Graduate Engineers, intern contract and construction
managers, apprentices and trainees complement our front line and back-of-house service offerings.
Simultaneously, we were busily delivering outstanding project outcomes nation-wide and maintaining a companywide Indigenous employment rate of more than 85%. Our job-first model is proving to be sustainable and we are
proud to say that Intract’s permanent and growing workforce is having a significant impact on the movement towards
Indigenous economic parity.
As always, I am grateful for the trust and commitment of our key partners and clients. Without you, the great change
we are impacting on the nation, would not be possible. Your investment is producing the greatest rewards and most
positive changes. You are sending a message to the sector that investment in Indigenous business that focuses on
permanent and ongoing private sector employment of Indigenous people, is a real vehicle for nation building. Please
keep making the key procurement decisions that are both value for money and value for Australia.
I am delighted to share our 2019 journey with you through this, our annual Dreamtimes newsletter and encourage
you to immerse yourself in the full Intract experience as you turn over the pages of our story.
I look forward to sharing an exciting 2020 and our ten year celebrations with you all. Keep an eye out for
announcements about upcoming events!

John Briggs
Chief Executive Officer
Intract Australia

The Intract Way
As an Indigenous owned and operated company, Intract is committed to
outcomes that are real and lasting for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
We understand that ongoing employment underpins economic equity and positive change for our people.
We understand that a job for an individual has the ability to impact a whole family and community. We invest
in the individuals that we employ, with comprehensive in-house programs that support education, training
and upskilling, cultural safety in the workplace, flexible employment models and pastoral care including
financial counselling and support.
We actively provide our employees with assistance to apply for home loans and enter the housing market,
support their families and ensure their children are attending school, assist them to open savings accounts
and help create budgets, amongst other support activities.
In 2019, we provided sponsorships to Indigenous organisations and individuals, ranging from sporting,
performing arts, education and events, as well as providing ongoing support to local regional communities,
where Intract undertake works.
This is the Intract Way.

Supporting Local Indigenous Business
and Creating Social Impact
As part of our internal Indigenous Participation Plan, Intract’s own procurement policy and practice
preferences Indigenous suppliers and subcontractors.
Our sound and extensive networks, combined with our regular participation and liaison with stakeholder
groups such as Supply Nation, Indigenous Business Network (NTIBN) and Industry Capability Network
(ICN), provide us with all of the information and connections we require to support local Indigenous
business.
We prioritise our selection in external suppliers, with a primary focus on sourcing local Indigenous
businesses in delivering and providing a range of services. Throughout the year, we have connected with
a number of Indigenous businesses throughout Australia in delivering and supplying catering services,
coffee, printing, labour hire and subcontracting.

Local Workforce Development
We view every project as an opportunity to grow our people and increase Indigenous participation in the
workforce. We aim to create new employment pathways for local Indigenous people through our workforce
development and renewal strategy.
As part of our workforce development and renewal strategy, every Intract employee has a career development plan
that includes training pathways that are mapped to work plans, as well as mentoring and support by highly skilled
and experienced employees from our collaboration partners, McMahon Services Australia.
Our commitment to local Indigenous development and participation is so strong that we have our own in-house
Workforce Development Manager who oversees the development and implementation of culturally safe frameworks
applied to uniquely supported training programs and opportunities for our staff. We are creating our own unique
construction industry focussed workplace preparation program for entry level employees, that will be tailored for the
following requirements:
•
•
•
•

Remote community location and employment;
Speakers of English as an Additional Language or Dialect;
Chronically unemployment and socioeconomic disadvantage;
Intergenerational trauma.

Intract is working with the State and Territory Governments to identify and engage school-based trainees and
apprentices with a commitment to provide ongoing employment and pathways to higher apprenticeships and
undergraduate degrees.
Intract is uniquely placed across the nation to provide far-reaching employment opportunities with offices in the
Northern Territory (Darwin, Katherine, Alice Springs, Maningrida and Gunbalanya), South Australia (Adelaide, Port
Pirie, Woomera, Whyalla), Western Australia (Perth and the Pilbara), NSW (Sydney), Victoria (Melbourne), and
Queensland (Brisbane and Townsville). Our remote reach and history in remote service delivery sets us apart from
others.
Our commitment is actively demonstrated in our investment in very remote office locations, and the provision of
employment opportunities for local Indigenous people, on Country.
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Intract as a Nation Builder and
National Influencer
In 2019, Intract continued in our role as a national leader in the Indigenous Business sector. Participating in a
range of important conversations nationally, Intract was invited to participate, speak and contribute at a range
of diverse and important events. Some of these include:

2019 ADM Defence Congress - Canberra
COO Naomi Anstess spoke to the conference
delegation of 1000 registered Defence Employees and
Contractors about the challenge's women in Defence and
construction face, and highlighted the trials of Indigenous
engagement and employment.
She shared some lessons and successes of the Intract
and McMahon Services Australia partnership, in growing
and maintaining a 85% Indigenous workforce and a 25%
female workforce.

2019 Indigenous Economic Development
Forum – Darwin
Intract’s Cash Ganley, Supervisor and qualified plumber
in the Intract NT team, was invited to participate on a
panel presenting “The Future is in Good Hands”.
Cash joined four other strong, young Indigenous
people across a range of career pathways, to showcase
Indigenous youth and excellence in employment
and entrepreneurship. Cash highlighted his career
development plan and progression at Intract Australia,
speaking about how proud he is to be working within an
Indigenous business.

2019 PWC Indigenous Business Month Panel
– Adelaide

2019 CSIRO Data 61 Live - Intelligence
Amplified Conference – Sydney

CEO John Briggs spoke passionately at a PWC event
celebrating the stories of Aboriginal business owners.

COO Naomi Anstess, was invited by CSIRO to
participate in a panel identifying and demonstrating use
of global megatrends in our Company.

John used the platform to share his personal journey and
aspirations, demonstrating the core value of the Intract
business – Indigenous capability growth. His personal
story, combined with the journey of Intract as a founding
Director, inspired people in the audience to follow their
dreams.

Naomi presented on Indigenous knowledges and
sciences as key trends in employability and in
operations. Naomi also emphasised well as the desire
for Indigenous businesses, like Intract, to diversify into
the technology and intelligence industries to prepare
our future workforce for Industry 4.0.

South Australian Aboriginal Entrepreneur
Hub – Lot 14, Adelaide
CEO John Briggs and COO Naomi Anstess have been
participants and ongoing influencers in the design
and development of the South Australian Aboriginal
Entrepreneur Hub, to be located at Lot 14.
As a business leader, John is providing foundational
information and advice for use in Aboriginal start-ups.
His success and contribution to South Australia as an
Indigenous business owner makes him an important
leader and voice in this space. Naomi will continue
engagement with the program in 2020 through to
implementation, on an advisory group to South
Australian and Australian Government, providing insights
and ideas around the education, training, innovation and
career interface within the Hub.

2019 ADM Northern Australia Defence
Summit (NADS) - Darwin
Intract hosted and chaired Day 2 of the NADS, finishing
the day with a keynote presentation by our COO on
growing local and Indigenous capability in regional and
remote Australia, in Defence.
Naomi celebrated the focus of Australian Defence in
the nation building activity of Indigenous business
procurement.
She recognised the important and leading role they
have played in empowering Indigenous construction
businesses in scale-up activities, and encouraged
further innovation by principal Defence contractors in
the ‘break-up’ of packages of work, to make them more
accessible to Indigenous and local small to medium
enterprises.
While acknowledging the contribution of other leading
Indigenous businesses in the sector, Naomi told the
story of Intract’s ten year growth and sustainability,
enabled via smart business modelling, smart
commercial partnerships, and a determination by
Defence to ensure achievement of targets, value for
Defence, and Value for Australia.

2019 Developing the North – Karratha
Intract was invited to participate on an interactive
discussion panel at the 2019 Developing the North
Conference, in Karratha Western Australia.
The panel of experts addressed the theme “Re-Imagining
northern development” focusing on the questions of
what the North should look like in 20 years and what
actions need to be taken to get there.
Naomi spoke about the leadership of the Defence sector
and addressed the challenges of Indigenous economic
parity, using the Intract Way as a model of Indigenous
empowerment through employment and partnership.

We are committed to
continue our role as a
nationmal leader in the
Indigenous business
sector

As a Territory Proud, Indigenous owned and managed
construction company, Intract is contributing to the
economic independence of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people in the north, through our ‘Job First. Train
on the Job, Stay on the Job’ social impact model and
capability building partnership with McMahon Services.

Stuck in Time
In 2018, in partnership with Beyond Content, Intract had the privilege of helping create a 15-minute
documentary featuring one of Intract's employees – Howard Rigney. The documentary focuses on his story,
and he tells it, in his words. We hear about his tumultuous journey from being incarcerated as a youth to reestablishing his life in the community six years later.
They say it takes one bad decision to end up in jail and that’s exactly the case for Howard. Being in the wrong
place at the wrong time has seen him in the prison system for the last six years. Through his journey Howard has
proven every step of the way that the label of being an Indigenous prisoner does not define him, and he chooses to
challenge the stereotype against him.
John Briggs (CEO) is a firm believer that once you have served your time, everyone deserves a second chance. He
has made it his mission to try and break the re-offending cycle by providing job opportunities to those that normally
wouldn’t have the opportunity because they host a criminal record. Intract are passionate about wanting to help our
people and we want to see our people stand on their own two feet, but not only survive in this modern world, but
contribute as a valued member of society.
In February 2017, Howard joined the Intract team and since commencement, with the support and mentorship of
John Briggs and the Intract team, Howard now has the opportunity to broaden his skills and knowledge further within
the construction industry.
In June 2019, Howard begun working towards becoming a licenced crane operator, receiving training in Work Safely
at Heights, B Class Asbestos Removal, Dogging, SA Power Network and Elevated Work Platform (EWP), as well as
undertaking Basic Rigging training, and impressively is expected to begin intermediate Rigging training in 2020.
It has been a pleasure watching Howard’s journey.

Intract’s Unique Partnership
with Kleinfelder Australia
During the ADM conference in Canberra in early 2019, Kleinfelder Australia approached Naomi Anstess
(COO) about the potential opportunity to develop a positive and productive working relationship, that would
have the ability to create mutually beneficial opportunities between Intract and Kleinfelder Australia.
Kleinfelder Australia are an environmental consulting firm providing professional and technical services for bushfire
planning and design, environmental planning and approvals, ecology, flora and fauna, land management and
regeneration, land contamination and remediation, and spotter catcher services.
The agreement between the two companies sets out to combine the dual mentoring of traditional knowledge of
the land and hands-on experience with technical components of projects. Both companies are aiming to provide
broader economic benefits for the environment and Indigenous Australians and their communities.
On Monday 23rd September, Intract’s John Briggs (CEO), along with Intract Board Members David McMahon and
Andrew McMahon, met with Kleinfelder’s Area Manager Damien Skinner and Strategic Development Manager Greg
Lutton at our Dry Creek office to formalise a memorandum of understanding (MOU), which is an agreement that
expresses a convergence of will between the two parties, indicating an intended common line of action.
This unique opportunity will position Intract as Kleinfelder’s key sub-consultant in tender submissions and provide
knowledge and experience in the delivery of environmental sampling and monitoring, the engagement of Intract
as the preferred supplier to deliver cultural training packages across Australia, as well as having Intract assist in
the engagement of Indigenous caterers and other service providers for stakeholder events. In exchange, Intract
will supply personnel to be trained and mentored by Kleinfelder, who will then eventually work in partnership with
Kleinfelder.
This is an exciting opportunity for Intract and Kleinfelder, and we look forward to the future business opportunities
that may arise.
“To foster a positive and productive relationship that creates
opportunities for both parties for potential national work”
Kleinfelder Australia

From left to right: Andrew McMahon - McMahon Services, David McMahon - McMahon Services, John Briggs - Intract Australia, Damien
Skinner - Kleinfelder Australia, Greg Lutton - Kleinfelder Australia.
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Intract Takes Flight at RAAF
Base Darwin
RAAF Base Darwin is one of the Royal Australian Air Force’s main forward operating bases. It is located at
6.5km north-east of the City of Darwin and shares the runway with Darwin International Airport.
Aurecon were engaged by the Department of Defence to undertake extension works to the Flight Planning
Office, located within the Air Movement Terminal at the Base. Aurecon engaged Intract Australia to undertake the
construction works.

Scope of Work
The project encompassed the delivery of earthworks, construction of a new office space and refurbishment of a
new building. Interior works included installation of a partition to segregate the existing office from the locker room,
installation of new kitchenette and joinery, extension of an existing room to accommodate two new office spaces, a
common corridor, toilet and a small kitchenette.
Due to RAAF Base Darwin being an operational airport and the works occurring on the Airside portion of the Base,
the project delivery team worked closely with and complied to all Defence requirements to ensure the protection of
aircraft during taxiing, take-off and landing. Foreign object debris (FOD) checks were regularly conducted and works
were stopped whenever the Defence Works Officer advised of critical aircraft movements.

Local and Indigenous Participation
Project completed 5000 workhours without incurring any safety or environmental incidents. Workforce peaked at
eight with two Indigenous personnel on site achieving an Indigenous Participation of 29%. All site personnel were
baseline cleared and held relevant Defence Common Access Cards.

Supply Nation Indigenous
Business Trade Fair Series 2019
Intract is proudly Supply Nation Certified and supports the work of Supply Nation and affiliated partner
Northern Territory Indigenous Business Network (NTIBN), in providing visibility and growth opportunities for
Indigenous businesses.
In 2019, Intract leveraged the Supply Nation Trade Fairs to demonstrate our capability to potential buyers across
both government and private sectors. We celebrated the continued increase in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
businesses across the country and identified numerous new businesses to add to our supply chain.
At Intract, we prioritise and preference Indigenous business when looking for suppliers and subcontractors and
actively work to provide new opportunities for start-ups in communities where we live and work.
Our involvement with Supply Nation and the NTIBN assists us to not only achieve our own Ingenious business
purchase targets, but to encourage the use of these business by and with our collaboration partner McMahon
Services Australia.
This year we received important exposure and opportunities for new partnerships and new work, through our
participation at Supply Nation Connect – Sydney, and the Indigenous Business Trade Fairs in Adelaide, Brisbane,
Canberra, Darwin, Perth and Melbourne. We showcased past performance and national capability through a strong
and capable Indigenous Business.

Supply Nation CEO Laura Berry speaking at the
Indigenous Trade Fair Series.

Phil Bubner and Austin McWilliams at the Indigenous
Business Trade Fair in Perth.

Scott Trenerry at the Indigenous Business Trade Fair in
Brisbane.

Woomera Civil Works
The Department of Defence’s Woomera Range
Complex located in South Australia, approximately
500km northwest of Adelaide, is comprised of the
Woomera Test Range, RAAF Base Woomera and the
Nurrungar Test Range.
The function of the Woomera Test Range is to provide a
specialised operations environment in support of directed
Defence activities for the testing of war materiel and other
activities in the wider national interest. The range also
supports a wide variety of trials covering many Defence
related technologies including ground-based weapons
systems, explosive ordnance and hazardous materials,
and specialised force preparation activities.

Project Completed
6 Weeks Ahead of
Schedule

Scope of Work
The 38.1km Range E Access Road is part of the local road network and runs east to northwest connecting Woomera
Defence facilities to the Woomera Range.
The project scope of works included road and shoulder repair, pavements including stabilisation and bituminous
surfacing, stormwater including the replacement of two culvert structures, remediation and repair of existing culvert
structures, and new road safety furniture including new w-beam safety barriers, signage and reflector guide posts.
Overall, the project team completed 76km of road shoulder repair, 215,000m2 of pavement lime stabilisation,
235,000m2 of spray seal, 4800m2 of road reconstruction and stormwater upgrade along 38.1km of road.
Tech Road included culvert replacement up to 1200mm by 900mm triple cells, 8km of new shoulder construction,
5500m2 of pavement lime and cement stabilisation and 36,000m2 of spray seal. Road upgrade works in the Village
included 3000m2 of road reconstruction, 35,000m2 of spray seal and 500m of concrete kerbing and spoon drains.
As the site location is 500km from Adelaide, construction planning was critical to ensure resources and material
would be available on time and be used efficiently. At peak time, the project had 50 site personnel and large numbers
of plant and equipment.

Innovations
Real Time Kinematic GPS Surveying of as Built
Roads
As built surveying of completed roads was undertaken
using real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS sensors mounted
on a vehicle to record completed road centre lines, and
bitumen edges. The real-time kinematic GPS sensors
use measurements from a base station mounted sensor
as well as GPS positioning and a sensor mounted on a
vehicle to provide centimetre-level accuracy of data.
The alternate method of survey would have required
a two-person crew stopping every 20m to take three
manual survey points, potentially taking up to two weeks
to complete the survey for this project. With the vehicle
mounted sensors, all as built surveying was completed
in one and a half days.
Road Profiler to Double Construction Rates
Road profilers were used instead of traditional
excavation equipment for the subgrade box-out works,
which resulted in an increase in construction rates of
100%. This innovation in part allowed the project to be
completed six weeks ahead of schedule.

24,129 Work Hours
Completed Over
Project Duration

Support for Neil Murray
Fundraiser in Woomera
Intract Australia with McMahon Services sponsored a local community event at the Woomera Theatre on 30 July
2019, a performance by singer and songwriter Neil Murray.
Neil is a founding member of the pioneering Warumpi Band, who brought Indigenous contemporary songs such as,
My Island Home, Blackfella Whitefella and Fitzroy Crossing into the Australian mainstream music industry. Neil was
joined on stage with opening act ‘The Dusty Feet Mob’, an Aboriginal dance group from Port Augusta. The event was
attended by over 100 community members.
The event also raised funds for the local Lincoln Park Horse and Human Rehabilitation Centre that offers equine
therapy as an alternative to clinical counselling for veterans and the general public and also homes rescue horses.
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Housing Maintenance and
Tenancy Management Services at
Maningrida and Gunbalanya
In 2013 and 2014, Intract Australia competitively tendered for and was awarded two contracts with the
Department of Local Government, Housing and Community Development. The contracts were for Tenancy
Management and Housing Maintenance Coordination Services, each covering the remote Arnhem Land
communities of Maningrida and Gunbalanya. The contacts have been extended twice to June 2020 since
inception. The contracts service approximately 340 houses in Maningrida and 207 in Gunbalanya.
The Tenancy Management Works include tenancy inspections and tenancy support visits, supporting Territory
Housing in arranging for tenants to sign tenancy agreements, notifying housing reference group members and
community residents of scheduled housing reference group meetings, and assisting community residents to
complete and lodge territory housing property and tenancy management forms.
The project team provides advice and information to community residents on Territory Housing policies and
processes, and responds to tenant queries.
The Housing Maintenance Coordination contract with aims to maintain the quality and lifecycle of housing while
providing training in building maintenance for local residents. Scope of works includes first response for tenant
requested maintenance and repairs, regular checks to identify required maintenance works, coordination of qualified
trades for specialist works, program management, communication to tenants of works schedules, and monthly
reporting the Territory Housing.

72% Indigenous
Participation
Achieved to Date

Over 200,000 Work
Hours Completed
Since Project
Commencement

53% of Indigenous
Participation
Achieved is
Women

A key factor for the success of this project is
ensuring local cultural values, belief systems and
behaviours are understood and respected.
The project teams maintain close relationships with
Traditional Owners and local residents to ensure
expectations are clearly articulated and communicated,
and that the majority of the project teams comprise
of local people allowing for local representation in the
works.
The team in Gunbalanya have worked closely with
various local stakeholders such as Department of
Health, West Arnhem Regional Council, Gunbalanya
School, Adjumarllarl Store, Arnhem Land Progress
Aboriginal Corporation (ALPA) and the Gunbalanya
Health Centre to assist in the ‘Healthy Skin Program’.
The program aims to reduce the prevalence of scabies
and skin sores in Indigenous communities, and reduce
the impact of associated chronic diseases including
rheumatic fever and renal disease.
Intract have also hosted a Community Connector catch
up to allow stakeholder members to workshop and
identify activities that could contribute to the ‘Healthy
Skin Program’. An outcome of this meeting was a
‘Clean Our Community Up’ campaign with incentives
to promote a clean home, healthy habits and therefore
healthy skin.
Through this, a tidy house competition, house-by-house
healthy skin checks, and free rubbish collection services
were established. Intract contributed to the event by
donating cleaning kits, administration support and good
cleaning guidelines in support of the competition and
Health Skin Week.

Many of the personnel
on the project are firsttime entrants into the
workforce

All team members,
other than the Project
Coordinator, are locals
or permanently reside
in their respective
communities

Maningrida JET Training Centre
Demolition
The Maningrida Jobs, Education and Training (JET) Centre is an independent Aboriginal managed
organisation and a Registered Training Organisation that has serviced the training needs of Maningrida and its
homelands.
The Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics engaged Intract to deliver asbestos removal and demolition
works for the existing JET Training Centre and House situated on Lot Number 401. Works included the safe removal
of all asbestos containing materials, disconnection and removal of services, internal strip out of buildings, structural
demolition, site levelling and cleaning of site.
Areas with asbestos containing materials were insulated with soft barricading using 220µm plastic walls applied to
windows and doorways. Although no friable asbestos was encountered, asbestos containing materials were water
sprayed and encapsulated with PVA (poly vinyl acetate) glue spray before any removal works occurred.
Asbestos containing materials were double wrapped in 200µm plastic sheets and disposed of at Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) licenced receiving stations. Asbestos containing materials included electrical backing
boards, eave linings, hot water system and cement wall sheets.
Working at height risks were mitigated through the use of elevated work platforms, fall arrest and travel restraint
harnesses.
The demolition works utilised a top-down methodology. Concrete was crushed into manageable sizes for
transportation and all demolition waste was sorted and separated for offsite disposal for future recycling.

Workforce peaked
at 8 achieving a
60% Indigenous
participation rate

Intract Makes a Splash at
Defence Establishment Berrimah
Defence Establishment Berrimah is located
approximately 8km east of Darwin’s central
business district. The 150ha property contains
Defence accommodation for personnel stationed
around Darwin and includes a fitness and health
centre, medical facilities, recreation areas and a
communication centre.
Intract was awarded the contract to construct
the new swimming pool and associated building
infrastructure project for Defence personnel living in
the Defence Establishment Berrimah.

Scope of Work
Project works were for the construction of a new
swimming pool and upgrades to the attendant building
adjacent to the existing gymnasium and basketball
courts. The pool construction included the excavation
of the pool’s footprint, as well as all other plumbing
and drainage works. The pool was 11m by 16m with a
maximum depth of 2.2m, which required over 280,000L
of water to fill the completed pool.
Initial works included service locations and isolations,
clear and grub excavations, demolition of existing steel
structures, installation of new watermains and tie-ins
into existing mains, installation of underground power
conduits, and stormwater pipework and pits.
The upgrade works to the attendant building included
formwork and steel fixing, pouring the concrete base,
walls and slabs, and constructing blockworks. In
addition, works to the existing gymnasium building
included tilting and roofing installation, as well as a
mechanical fit out, insulation and linings, joinery and
benchtops, amenities, canopy and walkways on roof,
and landscaping and fencing.
Testing and commissioning included mechanical,
electrical and filtration system to ensure all
installations were safe and met the design
requirement.
Over 2600m3 of earthworks, 400m3 of
concrete, 100m2 of roofing and 800m2 of
landscaping was undertaken across the
works.

46% Indigenous
participation rate,
with majority of
subcontractors and
suppliers sourced
locally

All trees within and adjacent to the
construction site were protected and
retained during the project works. An existing steel
structure was recycled to minimise impacts on landfill.
A key driver of the project was ensuring civil works
were conducted outside the wet season, particularly
excavation and backfilling works.
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Des Nicholls Award 2018
In 2017, Intract lost an incredible employee, Des
Nicholls, who passed away suddenly. Des joined Intract
in January 2017 as a Supervisor and Trainer, quickly
becoming a mentor and role model to the team. He was
a highly valuable employee with a contagious smile and
positive attitude.
Since Des' passing, Intract created an award, in Des’
honour. The award to be bestowed upon an Intract
employee who possesses the same passion, impressive
work ethic and positivity that Des showed us all with the
award to be presented at the company’s annual Christmas
celebration.
In December 2018, John Briggs (CEO), alongside McMahon
Services Managing Director, David McMahon, presented the
‘Des Nicholls Award’ to James Fry.
James has been an employee with Intract since 2016, and
works as a Safety Advisor. James demonstrates a strong
work ethic, commitment to safety and a positive outlook.
He has always been a quiet achiever who works well with
others and needs little direction to get the job done and
he has proven over the years to be a great asset and a
valuable team member to Intract.

National Apology Breakfast
This year celebrates the 11th Anniversary of the National Apology, which honours the members of the Stolen
Generations. Reconciliation SA held the annual Apology Breakfast, Wednesday 13th February at the Adelaide
Convention Centre, featuring keynote speaker; legendary actor and Stolen Generations member, Uncle Jack
Charles.
Uncle Jack Charles is an actor, musician, potter and gifted performer, who in his 75 years, he has also been
homeless, a heroin addict, a thief and a regular in Victoria’s prisons. Uncle Jack spoke about the struggles and
challenges he has overcome, from being forcibly removed from his mother as an infant and raised in the Salvation
Army Boy’s Home at Box Hill, Victoria.
In the 1970s, Uncle Jack pursued a career in theatre being cast in a number of Australian films, however he has also
led a life of crime and drug addiction, this saw Uncle Jack, for most of his adult life being cycled in and out of the
prison system for petty thief and drug related offenses. Since then, Uncle Jack regularly visits prisons, as a mentor to
Indigenous inmates and shares his inspiring journey, in hope he can help those inside.
Intract were honoured to have sponsored the annual Apology Breakfast for the second time, with John Briggs (CEO),
Senior Project Manager, Mark Polec and Marketing and Communication Inter, Rickelle Peris from Intract, joined for a
new-record-breaking attendance of 1,800 guests for such a powerful and eye-opening event of the year.

National Reconciliation Week SA
This year’s Reconciliation theme, ‘Grounded in Truth: Walk Together With Courage’ celebrates, promotes and
facilitates the journey of reconciliation through the building of relationships, respect and trust between the
wider Australian community and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
The campaign promotes the notion that in order to foster positive race relations, the relationship between Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people and the broader community must be grounded in a foundation of truth. It recognises
that in order to engage in challenging conversations or unlearning or relearning what we know, this journey requires
all of us to walk together with courage.
National Reconciliation Staff BBQ
In continuing the notion of reconciliation, on Friday 31st May, Intract and McMahon Services were excited and proud
to celebrate Reconciliation Week with our Dry Creek office. Staff were treated to some delicious foods, catered by
Tauondi College, an Aboriginal community organisation leading the way in delivering exceptional dining experiences
with a unique menu, encompassing the smells and flavours of the Australian bush.
By hosting and attending events like these, we hope to foster a greater awareness and understanding of the
importance and significants of the week in our office, out on site and within our communities.

Closing the Gap in South Australia
On Wednesday 27th March, South Australia held the National Close the Gap
Day event at the Adelaide Showgrounds in Wayville. National Close the Gap
Day is a national day of action to pledge support for achieving Indigenous
health equality.
It provide us with an opportunity to come together in our workplaces, homes and
communities right across the country to share information – and most importantly –
to take meaningful action in support of achieving Indigenous health equality by 2030.
This year, John Briggs (CEO) and Marketing and Communication Intern, Rickelle
Peris hosted a stall at the South Australia Close the Gap Day event, which attracted
more than 2,000 South Australians.
The event allowed us, as an Indigenous owned and operated company, to reach out
and connect with our local Indigenous community members, and show our support
in Closing the Gap on Indigenous health, education and employment. We celebrated
the resilience, innovation and success of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities, and were given the opportunity to meet some amazing and inspiring
people who are all working and fighting together for Indigenous equality.
We understand that ongoing employment underpins economic equity and positive
change for our people, therefore participating and attending events like these, we
are providing an avenue of employment opportunity for Indigenous Australians
within the construction industry.

NAIDOC Week Celebrations
in the North
NAIDOC Week celebrations are held across Australia each July to celebrate the history, culture, resilience and
achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
This years’ theme VOICE. TREATY. TRUTH. invited all Australians to walk in a movement for a better future. For
generations, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have sought recognition of their unique place in Australian
history and society today as the oldest continuing culture on the planet. It acknowledges that Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples have always wanted an enhanced role in decision-making in Australia’s democracy.
As part of the NAIDOC Week celebrations, Intract and McMahon Services, throughout the country, were invited to join
hand-in-hand, in recognising and celebrating the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander history and culture.

On Monday 9th July, our Northern Territory office, along with McMahon Services NT, launched their NAIDOC
week festivities with an event under the stars at our Darwin premises.
The event, hosted by Naomi Anstess began with a Larrakia Welcome to Country and Smoking Ceremony, followed
by the unveiling of a new shed mural by local Larrakia artist Shaun Lee. The piece, which tells the story of fresh and
salt water coming together to create a vibrant ecosystem, reflects the partnership and collaboration between Intract
and McMahon services, our journey, aspirations and the joint building of capability.

Annual Intract NAIDOC Awards
The annual Intract North NAIDOC Awards were also presented at the event, the awards recognises our clients
and employees for their outstanding commitment to Indigenous engagement and Closing the Gap.
Intract North NAIDOC McMahon Services NT
Employee Leadership Award: Zackary Hartshorn
Zackary Hartshorn, Supervisor and Carpenter, was
awarded the Inaugural Intract North NAIDOC McMahon
Services NT Leadership Award for his attitude in creating
a culturally safe work environment.
Zackary leads by example and demonstrates inclusive
practices that help to grow Intract staff and solidify the
collaboration between McMahon Services and Intract.

Intract North NAIDOC Employee Leadership Award:
Daniel Sparrow
Our Apprentice Electrician, Daniel Sparrow, was
awarded the Inaugural Intract North NAIDOC Employee
Leadership Award for his commitment to the pursuit of
excellence in all that he does.
Daniel shows leadership in continuous improvement and
active involvement within the Intract North Team as a role
model to his colleagues.

Intract North NAIDOC Private Sector Award: Laing
O’Rourke
Laing O’Rourke have been active in the pursuit
of Indigenous engagement and Closing the Gap
in the Territory for many years. Laing O’Rourke’s
strategic approach to Indigenous economic parity is
commendable.
We recognised Laing O’Rourke for the lobbying of
government for, and innovation in, package letting, that
allows more Indigenous and Territory businesses to
access opportunities.

Intract North NAIDOC Perpetual Award and
Government Sector Award: Department of Defence

Laing O’Rourke have been leaders in this space
on the $500M Larrakeyah Naval Base works that
has encouraged and allowed smaller Territory and
Indigenous businesses to be awarded work packages on
this significant project.

The Department of Defence was recognised for their
leadership in Indigenous procurement.
Through the engagement of Indigenous business in
the Defence supply chain, more Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples are engaging in self-determining
employment opportunities.
As an Indigenous owned and operated company,
Intract applauds the Department of Defence for their
commitment to Indigenous Engagement and Closing the
Gap.

Intract North NAIDOC Private Sector Award:
Landbridge Group
The Landbridge Group were recognised for their
commitment to Indigenous Engagement and Closing the
Gap through futures and workforce investment.
Having engaged with Intract through our subcontract
to McMahon Services NT, the Landbridge Group have
consistently demonstrated real value in Indigenous
business and Territory business.

NAIDOC Week Celebrations
in the South
NAIDOC Event at our Dry Creek Office
On Thursday 11th July, our South Australian team
in Dry Creek, along with McMahon Services held
our second annual NAIDOC in-house event, which
offered both office staff and on-site personnel a
chance to come together to celebrate and participate
in the NAIDOC festivities and pay tribute to the
culture and history of Indigenous Australians.
Aboriginal elder Aunty Georgina Williams opened
the event with a Welcome to Country, followed by
John Briggs (CEO) and McMahon Services Director,
Andrew McMahon, who spoke about the importance
and significance of NAIDOC Week and the ongoing
contribution and support both Intract and McMahon
Services are doing in Closing the Gap.
Attendees were treated to a delicious native BBQ lunch,
catered by Tauondi College, an Aboriginal community
organisation leading the way in delivering exceptional
dining experiences with a unique menu, encompassing
the smells and flavours of the Australian bush.
By hosting events like this, we hope to open the
conversation in our own communities, celebrate
and learn about our shared histories, cultures and
achievements and contribute to a reconciled Australia.
Thank you to Aunty Georgina, Tauondi College and all
staff and on-site personnel who participated in this event.

NAIDOC March and Family Fun Day
Although this years’ weather was unfavourable at South Australia’s NAIDOC March, it did not stop some of our
SA team from joining the hundreds of other supporters, who marched from Tarntanyangga (Victoria Square) to
the steps of Parliament House, before returning to Victoria Square, where the Family Fun Day kicked off.
Due to works out in regional South Australia, not all Intract personnel were able to attend the Adelaide March
and Family Fun Day, however we had a strong presence at the Port Augusta NAIDOC March.

Intract South NAIDOC Award: Augility
In 2017, Intract Australia created an award to show appreciation to our clients whom we feel have proven their
commitment to engaging and creating job opportunities to ‘Closing the Gap’ for Indigenous Australians.
As an Indigenous owned and operated company, Intract is committed to outcomes that are real and lasting for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, and we look at clients who uphold the same values. In honour of
NAIDOC week celebrations, we held a morning tea in congratulating this year’s winner.
On Tuesday 9th July, John Briggs (CEO) and McMahon Services Director Andrew McMahon, along with both Intract
and McMahon Services personnel and project members congratulated this year’s SA NAIDOC Award winner, Augility.
Gary Harbord, Katerina Madis and Andrew Collier from the Augility project team, were invited to the Dry Creek office
to be presented the 2019 SA Intract NAIDOC Award.
Augility have demonstrated a strong commitment with engaging Indigenous enterprises, as well as meeting
our criteria for the award, which includes demonstrating leadership and a commitment to ‘Closing the Gap’ on
Indigenous employment.

L to R - Amanda Beare, Anh Doung, Gary Harbord, Rickelle Peris, Katerina Madis, Andres Collier, Andrew
McMahon, John Briggs, Rachelle Brand, Mark Polec and Narsheka-Sian Jones
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Our People
As a leading employer and contractor, we recognise the important role we play in Closing the Gap for
Indigenous Australians. We demonstrate this commitment through our “Job First” policy and our “Train in the
Job, Stay in the Job” approach.
Through our Workforce Development and Renewal Strategy, we provide our employees with the opportunity to further
develop their knowledge and skills within the industry, from Trainees and Interns to Supervisors and Managers, we
aim to grow our capacity and capabilities. We pride ourselves on having the ability to enable our employees to upskill
and set goals for themselves, creating generational change.
Below are just a few of our highly-skilled and enthusiastic members of the Intract team.

Billie Jo Hudson, Operator, NT
Billie Jo is a proud Arrente and Arabanta women, who
joined Intract’s Northern Territory team as an Operator.
With over 10 years of heavy machinery operational
experience in the mining, LNG and civil construction
industries, Billie is diversely skilled and can operate a
wide range of heavy machinery.
Her qualifications and skill base range from Working at
Heights, Confined Space Entry, Elevated Work Platform,
Heavy Combination License, Occupational Health and
Safety and ‘B’ Bonded / Non-Friable Removalist.
Since starting her role at Intract, Billie has had the
opportunity to work on various projects across the
Northern Territory, working in the civil sector and working
on asbestos demolition projects in remote communities.
Billie is now currently undertaking training to transition
into a Trainee Safety Advisor, where she will be a
qualified Safety Officer in 2020.

Dale Haynes, Undergraduate Engineer, SA
Dale is a proud Mirning man from the far west-coast
of South Australia, who joined the Intract team in
Adelaide as an Undergraduate Engineer in 2019, whilst
undertaking his fourth and final year in a Bachelor of
Engineering – Civil and Architectural (Honours) at the
University of Adelaide.
Throughout his time at Intract, Dale has received on the
job development and training within the Civil Construction
division, which has provided him with experience in
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Marley Mitchell, Project Estimator, NT
Marley is of Arabana decent and joined the company
in 2018, and has since been responsible for the cost
estimate production of a wide range of civil construction,
remote works and remediation projects across the
Northern Territory. Marley is also a Civil Engineer with
the ability to provide technical assistance and quality
assurance for projects.
Marley has worked across several projects providing a
variety of services to project managers including cost
estimate production, schedule development, subcontract
procurement, quality assurance and development of job
safety environment analysis and safe work methods.
His previous experience also includes work with local
governments and the Australian Defence Force, with
most of his involvement commencing with the tender
development process, through to assisting with
management and quality assurance of works and finally
closing out and handing over projects.

Rachelle Brand, Undergraduate Engineer, SA
Rachelle joined Intract as an Undergraduate
Accountant in January 2019, whilst undertaking
her final year of Business Accounting at the
University of South Australia.
Since joining, Rachelle has been exposed
to all aspects of the business, as part of her
development and training within Intract’s
financial division, providing her with the skills and
knowledge to work proficiently within our team,
upon graduating.

Koen Sumner, Apprentice Carpenter, SA
Koen joined the Intract as an Apprentice Carpenter in
2019. Through the Workforce Development and Renewal
Strategy, Koen will undertake a 4-year apprenticeship
program, which involves a combination of on-thejob training, with our capability’s partners, McMahon
Services while also undertaking part-time study at TafeSA
in a Certificate III in Carpentry.
Since joining, Koen has been gained experience in
delivering various Defence maintenance and project
works, at a number of different project sites throughout
South Australia.

Our People
Nick Eggleton, Project Manager, NT
Nick is a proud Wiradjuri man who joined the company’s
Northern Territory division as a Project Manager. Nick has
18 years of experience in the civil construction industry,
11 of which as a Project Supervisor and Manager.
Having managed projects across the Northern Territory,
New South Wales, Queensland, Tasmania and Western
Australia, Nick specialises in remote delivery, mining
and civil construction, Defence projects, contract
management, capital works and logistics.
Nick’s project experience spans all facets of civil
construction, from bulk earthworks and site preparation
through to deep lift and heavy-duty pavements,
stormwater drainage and concrete structures.
His experience is comprehensive across all aspects
of project management including work health and
safety, quality assurance, procurement, subcontractor
management, work method statements, budgets,
forecasting and program delivery, as well as managing
stakeholders, clients and contractors at various levels.

Rhonda Manbawan, Community Housing Officer,
NT
Rhonda is a proud Narlanila woman, from Goulburn
Islands, located off the coast of Arnhem Land in the
Northern Territory. Rhonda joined the company’s
Northern Territory division as a Community Housing
Officer in the Gunbalanya office in 2015.
Since commencing, Rhonda has received ongoing
training and support in all aspects of administration
and community engagement. Throughout her time at
Intract, Rhonda has been mentored by NT Housing
Tenancy, enabling her to provide a first response for
all housing maintenance services.
Her role involves registering all repairs and
maintenance requests, conducting any ad-hoc
inspections, provide monthly reports detailing
the repairs and maintenance services to Territory
Housing, assist in coordinating the engagement of
appropriate tradespersons and advise tenants of
progress and expected completion times.
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Major Intersection Works
for Department of Planning,
Transport and Infrastructure
The upgrade of Goodwood/ Springbank/ Daws Roads intersection in South Australia, is a key element of the
Federal Government’s Urban Congestion Fund and the State Government’s ' Keeping Metro Traffic Moving'
Initiative.
As part of its planning and design, Intract was engaged by DPTI to locate and depth major underground services
around the intersection. Intract developed a detailed methodology to ensure the works could be completed on time at
high quality without major delays to traffic. The elements included;
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Review the concept design model and services plans to confirm services for locating and depthing
Liaise with TMC and work closely with our Indigenous partner – RAW Traffic Management to develop
comprehensive work zone traffic management plans for the busy intersection, which hosts more than 60,000
vehicles per day
Use non-destructive excavation methods with our 10,000L Vac-truck to depth the services
Host a dedicated civil crew to remove and reinstate existing surfaces “like to like”
Coordinate site activities and liaise with TMC for daily traffic management requirements
Intract Surveyor picked up service depths/ locations and process them in 3D model for road designer; and
Intract project team to finalise the information and handover to DPTI with a comprehensive service report.

With the detailed planning and the efficient schedule, the work was completed on time and traffic has been flowing
smoothly through the intersection during the work.
As part of these works Intract have also engaged two new Apprentices in Civil Construction majoring in Location of
services and Vac Truck Operations.

Training and Development in
2019
As one of the largest employers in South Australia, Intract proudly supports Government commitment to the
creation and engagement of apprentices and trainees. In doing so, we help to secure the next generation of
our workforce and ensure the success of our business.

In 2019, Intract engaged in considerable training and development activity across administration and operations,
demonstrating our commitment to Indigenous capability at all levels of employment across the business.
Our development program includes formal accredited training pathways and informal, on-the-job training and
mentoring opportunities. In 2019, we engaged in the following development opportunities:
Administration
•
•
•
•

1 x Undergraduate in Marketing and
Communications
1 x Undergraduate in Management Accounting
1 x Trainee in Accounts
1 x Trainee Community Housing Officer
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Operations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 x Construction Management Interns
1 x Cert IV Surveying
1 x Cert IV Plumbing
2 x Apprentice Electricians
2 x Apprentices in Civil Construction
1 x Apprentice Carpenter
1 x Trainee Rigger
1 x Trainee Safety Advisor
3 x Trainee Housing Maintenance Officers

Our Locations
Intract operates from 16 offices in Northern Territory, South Australia, Western
Australia, Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria, co-located with McMahon
Services. Our head office is in Darwin, Northern Territory.
Our facilities include a national network of offices, workshops, storage facilities,
laydown areas, accommodation blocks and weighbridges. The people we employ in
each region are local people engaged with and contributing to the communities they
live in.
We have the advantage of our operations working together to form a unique network
across the country. This gives us the ability to share and mobilise plant, equipment and
personnel when required.

2

Indigenous
Community
Offices

7

State Offices

8

Regional Offices
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Contact Us

South Australia- Head Office
26 Duncan Road Dry Creek SA 5094
PO Box 542 Enfield Plaza SA 5085
T (08) 8203 3100
E info@intract.com.au

Northern Territory - Head Office
41 Bishop Street Woolner NT 0800
PO Box 36546 Winnellie NT 0821
T (08) 8930 2500
E info@intract.com.au
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